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Programme  
2016

THE FUTURE OF VISIONS



Prices
 normal reduced

Festival Pass (incl. Festival catalogue) 50,– € 40,– €
Set of 5 Tickets (Filmprogramme, 
Exhibition, Conference) 24,– € 18,– €
Single ticket  (Filmprogramme, Conference)  6,– € 5,– €
Single ticket Exhibition  5,– € 3,– €
Single ticket Conference 18,– €  15,– €
Combi-Ticket Conference (Fr+Sa) 30,– €  25,– €
Performances  8,– €  6,– €
NightStage/Nightshift  6,– €  6,– €
EMAF-Night Ticket 12,– € 12,– €
Festival Catalogue 8,– €  8,– €

Tickets +49 541 21658 und from  
20 April, 16:00 h in the Lagerhalle

Guided tours for visitors and shoolclasses at the
Kunsthalle Osnabrück on demand.
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OPENING HOURS

 L  Lagerhalle
Info-Counter, Int. Film-/
Videoprogramme, Retrospective, 
Performances, Videolibrary, Nightshift
Rolandsmauer 26, 
Tel. +49 541 3387440
20 April, 16:00–24:00 h, 21–24 April, 
11:00–24:00 h

 H  Filmtheater Hasetor
International Film-/Videoprogramme, 
„Hase-Kult“
Hasestraße 71, Tel. +49 541 23777
21–24 April, open from 16:00 h

 S  Stadtgalerie + Café
Exhibition
Große Gildewart 14, 
 Tel. +49 541 580 54020
21–23 April, 9:00–21:00 h, 24 April, 
9:00–18:30 h; 25 April – 22 Mai, 
opening hours of Stadtgalerie + Café

 K  Kunsthalle Osnabrück 
Exhibition, INIT, VR
Hasemauer 1, Tel. +49 541 323 2190
20 April, 19:30 h Opening
21/22/24 April, 10:00–22:00 h
23 April, 10:00 –24:00 h (EMAF Night)
25 April – 22 May, opening hours of 
Kunsthalle

 J  Haus der Jugend
Conference, Performances, AV Salon
Große Gildewart 6–9, Tel. +49 541 
323 4178
21–24 April, 09:00–23:00 h

 Z  Zimmertheater
Loop Cinema
Lohstr. 45a, Tel. +49 541 123 074
21–23 April, open from 15:00 h

 T  Turm Bürgergehorsam
INIT Exhibition
Hasetorwall
21–24 April, 10:00–20:00 h

 B  Bergkirche Osnabrück
Concert
Bergstr. 16
21 April, open from 20:30 h

 O  Zauber von OS
EMAF NightStage
Dammstr. 2
22 April, open from 22:15 h

 I  hase29
INIT Exhibition, Offspace
Hasestr. 29
20 April, open from 21:30 h
21 + 22 April, open from 16:00 h
23 + 24 April, open from 13:00 h

 Q  Kunst-Quartier des BBK
Exhibition: „Beat Box“
Bierstraße 33
20–23 April, 10:00–22:00 h
24 April, 10:00-20:00 h
25 April – 8 Mai, opening hours of 
Kunst-Quartier

 R  Rathausmarkt
Outdoorprojections
Markt (Townhall)
21–23 April, from 21:00 h

MAP

Supporter

Projectpartners Mediapartners Culturepartner
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Welcome
The Future of Visions – what does the future have in store for us? Don’t expect anything! 
The questions that mankind has forever been asking itself with regard to technology 
advances, social changes and new concepts for the future have given way to a growing 
scepticism, and in some cases uncertainty, about a totally changing world. This is 
reflected in artistic processes and works. The 29th European Media Art Festival refers to 
these aspects, and comments upon them.

During the conference on Friday and Satur-
day, the technologies that regulate, restrict 
and control people will be questioned: where 
is big data leading to, and is data protection 
gradually being eroded under the guise of 
counter-terrorism?

The exhibition, showcasing visionary elements 
and the potential future of the visual, presents 
critical explorations of the future of media. 
One of the exhibition’s highlights will be the 
ability to test Virtual Reality projects – wearing 
data glasses, visitors will be invited to become 
immersed in these virtual worlds. 

In the film programme, we will screen more 
than 150 short and feature-length films, in-
cluding several world and German premieres, 
as well as historical and contemporary films 
related to this year’s theme.

Media Campus has emerged with a new 
design, its own title – EMAF INIT – and a new 
location at “hase29”. This format offers stu-
dents and young, talented artists a platform 
to present their work to the public, sometimes 
for the first time ever. It also enables them to 
“INITialise” within the established community. 
Within this setting, an OpenStage and INIT 
offspace will be launched. What are they all 
about? Why not find out!

Great evening entertainment is provided in 
the form of performances, AV projects, projec-
tions in public spaces and music events. 

Another innovation this year: the award cer-
emony and post-ceremony party have been 
brought forward to Saturday! As a grand fina-
le, the award-winning films will be screened at 
the Lagerhalle on the Sunday of the festival. 

We are delighted that the Ministerpresident 
of the Federal State of Lower Saxony, Stephan 
Weil, has again assumed patronage of EMAF. 
We would also like to take this opportunity 
to thank our numerous supporters, spon-
sors and patrons, above all nordmedia, the 
City of Osnabrück, Stiftung Niedersachsen, 
Landschaftsverband Osnabrücker Land e. V., 
Federal Forign Office and BMBF.

We wish you all – and 
ourselves – a great, exciting 
time at the 29th EMAF – 
expect everything!
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IMPRINT

Publisher: European Media Art 
Festival, an event by EFW e.V. 
Lohstr. 45a, D-49074 Osnabrück 
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Kunsthalle Osnabrück

 

THE LONG NOW 
Verena Friedrich / DE / 2015

Whenever we contemplate the future, we 
must inevitably address the question of 
time. How long does the present last? Is it 
possible to conserve the fragile present, 
and when will it become a memory bubble? 
Just like animals, humans do not actually 
have a sensory system for the past and for 
the future. Consequently, we obsessively 
attempt to preserve the present, to prolong 
our existence, And to approach immortality. 
This is to be achieved in a Faustian pact 
with science, medicine and technology. 
Verena Friedrich has found a contemporary 
three-dimensional image for this quest. With 
considerable technological effort, she pro-
longs the life of a soap bubble, known in art 
history since the 17th century as a symbol of 
impermanence.

METRONOME INSTRUCTION
(ETUDE SERIES)
Ji-Nin Lai / TW / 2015

Cultural development is linked to the 
measurement and clocking of time. While 
initially undertaken by tower clocks, factory 
sirens and train timetables, today it is atomic 
clocks and satellite signals that lay down 
time structures and dictate process through-
out the world, down to the smallest village. 
Computer programs and their performance 
capability are also dependent on time 
bundles, on the clock frequency of chips, 
the further increase of which will have an al-
most eerie impact on human culture. In the 
exhibition room, Ji-Nin Lai’s manipulated 
metronome provides a beat with variations 
that are determined by a small mechanism..

FUTURE
Esther Hunziker / CH / 2014

Film history as a reflection of our exploration 
of the future: FUTURE is a 6-hour science fic-
tion video consisting only of text. It features 
all of the titles of science fiction films made 
between 1900 and 2013, in alphabetical 
order. Reduced to the titles, an index of 
a fictional world passes before our eyes; 
featuring terms related to fears, hopes, dis-

asters, idle dreams, illusions, the supernat-
ural, reorganisation & revolution, machines, 
brains, genes, sex, power and death ...

FIRMAMENTUM CONTINUITAS
Esteban Rivera / RUS/D / 2016

Firmamentum Continuitas is a fictional film 
about Gennady Baranov, an ex-cosmonaut 
that used to have undercover interviews 
with the pope Paul VI. They tried to decide 
how big the universe was and where exactly, 
stated in lights-years, the metaphorical 
heaven of the religion begins. On may 
1967 arrives a letter from the Vatican to the 
Cosmonaut Training Center in Zvyozdny 
Gorodok. The letter said that they were wor-
ried about the decline of the territory of the 
christian’s heaven and the space coloniza-
tion expansion. Gennady Baranov was sent 
to negotiate with them.

HOW TO NATURE
Leonie Link / DE / 2015

Due to the abundance it offers, the internet 
stirs longings; at the same time, the internet 
offers us lots of paths that enable us to 
disappear into virtual worlds. The desire for 
technological progress is replaced by a new 
search for nature, romance, religion and 
apocalypse. How real or how virtual is this 
search within this space and the experienc-
es gained? As virtual as the computer-gen-
erated images and the techno voice that 
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asks questions such as ”How can tattoos be 
removed?” or ”Do you have experiences or 
do the experiences have you?” in Leonie 
Link’s installation.   

UTERUS MAN
Lu Yang / CN / 2013

The super hero of the future looks like a 
uterus and fights his enemies with ”ova light 
waves”, often deploying an aggressive foe-
tus in the process. Uterus Man, this transhu-
man, androgynous manga character, typifies 
a potential world beyond the human. A 
world determined by technoid figures, 
man/machine beings or merely algorithms; 
a world in which humanity is merely a life 
science construct.

 

DELUSIONAL MANDALA
Lu Yang / CN / 2015

Along the lines of her own body, the artist 
used a 3D scan to create a non-gendered 
human figure to express her interest in neu-
roscience. The central nervous system of the 
artist’s avatar is maltreated using medical 
appliances. The video revolves around the 
questions of whether human consciousness 
can be found in this world, and why the art-
ist Lu Yang treats her own work so destruc-
tively. She reflects upon human madness, re-
ligious aberrations and fleeting meditations 
on the transience of the world.

 

MAXIMUM POWER II 
Bastian Hoffmann / DE / 2014 (KHM_section)

Everyday objects and events play a central 
role in Bastian Hoffmann’s work. In his 2015 
work Eden was Never so Close, he pre-
sented a tower of fruit crates that soared 
unsteadily into the nave of the Kunsthalle. 
In this work, too, the artist explores the 
unknown possibilities of common objects. 
He questions a car and the automobile 
company about their utopian content. ”With 
his sculptural interventions and witty twists 
on our idea of reality, Bastian Hoffmann sets 
the observer back to his own horizon of per-
ception, and leaves it up to him to ask the 
right questions.” (Förderpreis des Landes 
NRW 2015)

RECRUITMENT
Avi Krispin / ISR/NL / 2015

How will political populists act in future? As 
the front man of a glam rock band? As the 
”supreme leader” who – stepping out of a 
horse – seeks to manipulate the audience 
and to win it over as a passive mass for 
his objectives? In Avi Krispin’s work, the 
media-affine pop cult and the political circus 
enter into a synthesis. Other members of 
the ”band” are placarded in the city of Os-
nabrück as mundane blokes sporting glam 
rock outfits.

THE BROTHERHOOD
Federico Solmi / IT/USA / 2015

In his adopted city of New York, the Italian 
Federico Solmi is considered the superstar 
of video and installation art. Using gaudy or-
namentation and kitsch colours, he parodies 
the poses and display rituals of potentates 
and dictators. With his mix of images from 
games, pop culture and the internet, he 
wants to encourage us to think about the 
present.

DEEP LOVE ALGORITHM
Francis Hunger / DE / 2013

We experience unrequited love between 
the journalist Jan and the writer Margret. 
She is portrayed as a young woman, but is 
actually an octogenarian cyborg. On a kind 
of journey through time, she and Jan visit 
the places that are relevant for databases.  

In ”Deep Love Algorithm”, Francis Hun-
ger explores the history and evolution of 
big data in the socio-political context of 
post-Fordism. Hunger conveys an image of 
databases that penetrate our everyday lives, 
placelessly and invisibly, and that form the 
backbone of digital societies.

 

DIE MAUER – DER 
VERTIKALE HORIZONT
Rotraut Pape / DE / 2015

As with a burning glass, in her long-term 
project, Rotraut Pape enables the audi-
ence to observe the massive architectural 
transformation of Berlin in a concentrated 
manner. The filmmaker spent the last 25 
years repeatedly pacing up and down 
part of the course of the Berlin Wall with a 
camera, documenting how rapidly and how 
extensively this distinct city landmark has 
changed. The Berlin Wall was representative 
of a dictatorship forced onto the population 
as a vision of society. After the collapse of 
the Wall, it evolved from a death strip into 
an area of turbo capitalist development and 
profit forecasts set in concrete.

SIRÈNES / SHORT WALK
Emmanuel Trousse / MC / 2015

A person walks into the sea, another 
follows suit. One after another, they stride 
towards the horizon and disappear in the 
water, which opens up a realm of oppor-
tunities, hopes and destruction. Driven 
by will, instinct or external pressure, they 
come up against the power of the ele-
ments. Their determined yet stumbling gait 
and their mysterious disappearance are 
a constant reminder that it is people, i.e. 
living beings, who (are forced to) seek their 
future in the sea.

 

The Future of Visions

 
Visionary elements and the potential of the visual are showcased in the 
EMAF 2016 exhibition at the Kunsthalle Osnabrück. The artistic positions 
contained in this international group exhibition develop strong aesthet-
ic forms for their critical examination of concepts of the future. A core 
element of all of works showcased in the exhibition is the question con-
cerning the significance/value of humans in a future world, their needs 
and uniqueness. An entire section is devoted to the future of viewing, or 
visions of the visual. 
The exhibition was curated by Herman Nöring und Franz Reimer.
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Martin Backes „What Do Machines Sing Of?“



 

FROZEN TIME 
Ali Chakav / IR/DE / 2015 (KHM_section)

“... and a number of people were killed at 
today’s demonstration ...”An announcement 
just like a hundred others we receive from 
the media each day? How different would it 
be if you found yourself in the midst of the 
catastrophic event and then heard about 
the announcement? How do these two per-
ceptions differ? This project is an attempt to 
recount such an experience.The sniper shot 
right into my friend’s forehead. Although 
the bullet struck, he survived. After two 
years, however, bullet fragments became 
dislodged in the brain, and killed him.

IN THE FUTURE THEY ATE
FROM THE FINEST 
PORCELAIN
Larissa Sansour & Søren Lind / Palästina/UK 
/ 2015

A group of resistance fighters seeks to 
change a state’s political history by inter-
vening in the future perception of that state. 
They bury fine porcelain in the country, en-
abling them to claim later on that it belongs 
to a fictitious advanced civilisation that must 
have settled in this region some time past. 
The aim of these “narrative terrorists” is to 
redefine the nation’s history by retrospec-
tively “injecting” the past and underpinning 
future ownership claims with a mythical nar-
rative. Despite being completely fictitious, 
there appears to be nothing unusual about 
this “historic activist” strategy in Larissa 
Sansour’s country of birth, Palestine.

JLM INC.
Jennifer Lyn Morone / UK / 2014

Bye bye data slavery! Many services on 
the internet are supposedly free of charge. 
However, users all too often pay with their 
personal data. It’s not only Facebook, 
Google and Amazon that tap into our data 
and use it in all kinds of ways – data has gen-
erally become a goldmine of information 
capitalism. The artist Jennifer Lyn Morone 
turns the tables and enters her data in the 
company Jennifer Lyn Morone™ Inc. so as 
to be able to market all her own physical, 
geographical and activity data under her 
own control. As such, Jennifer Lyn Morone 
practises – in her own words – an ”extreme 
form of capitalism” in which only the market 
value of an individual counts.

TRANSATLANTICS
Britta Thie / DE / 2015

In the six-part web series „Transatlantics“, 
the artist Britta Thie sheds light on the inner 
conflict of a generation that moves between 
its analogue past and modern aestheticism. 
In the midst of virtuality, internationality and 
simultaneousness, three young women are 
missing a coherent identity. The audiovisual 
means of representation generate a distinct 
impression of hyperreality. 

WHAT DO MACHINES SING OF?
Martin Backes / DE / 2015

”Do machines have feelings? And would we 
be worried if they did? Artificial intelli-
gence, and whether it can have feelings, 
is the subject of wide debate at present. 
The artist Martin Backes approaches this 
debate in a truly individual way — by having 
an algorithm cover love songs. A black 
screen with white letters flickering across 
it, just like in karaoke. A suggested mouth 
moves synchronously with the lyrics of the 
song displayed on the screen. We cannot 
hear a voice, just a distorted sound. But it 
is enough for us to instantly recognise the 
song after a couple of notes: Whitney Hou-
ston’s ”I Will Always Love You”. Sung not by 
her, but by an algorithm.” (Wired)

JACOBSON‘S FABULOUS 
OLFACTOMETER
Susanna Hertrich / DE / 2014

How can we accelerate human evolution 
or compensate for our shortcomings? In 
today’s world of environmental toxins and 
extreme living conditions, humans need 
a sensory organ that can be used to spot 
odourless chemicals. Featuring satirical 
undertones, Susanna Hertrich has con-
structed fictitious wearables with an aim to 
stimulating debate on the contemporary 
use of technology. Hertrich’s work can be 
comprehended as an artistic hypothesis 
that focuses on the extension of the natural 
human body. Using contemporary forms of 
technology, new transhuman, sensory exten-
sions can be made that blur the transition 
between man and machine. 

GEDANKEN UM DIE 
BUNDESANWALTSCHAFT 
Damian Weber / DE / 2015 (KHM_section)

The performer Elisabeth Pleß sings the 
student folksong “Die Gedanken sind frei” 
(Thoughts are free) while cycling around 
the offices of the Public Prosecutor General 
in Karlsruhe. However, Pleß sings the song 
backwards, meaning that all those who pass 
her by and who could otherwise hear her 
are unable to understand the meaning of 
the song. It seems as though, by adopting 
this secret language, she is giving even 
greater protection to her thoughts, as 
though the lyrics she would sing if she were 
to sing them comprehensibly no longer 
applied. The lyrics are only deciphered in 
the video, which plays the documentation o 
formance backwards.

 

TANGIBLE MEMORIAL 
Julia König / DE / 2015 (KHM_section)

We stroke, hug, nudge and caress them. We 
have entered an intimate relationship with 
the screens around us. For many centuries, 
the custom of touching objects to bring us 
luck and make our wishes come true has 
been kept alive in various cultures. Tangible 
Memorial explores the fifth and, now per-
haps, first sense: touch.  

Kunst Quartier

 

BEAT BOX
Wolfgang Oelze / DE / 2015

Sound poetry of breakdowns and disasters 
is showcased in this room installation. In a 
double projection, the video depicts and 
composes technical disturbances that the 
artist found in feature films. The sound tracks 
of the film excerpts activate the strings of an 
electric guitar via a small loudspeaker. The 
distorted sound of the guitar heard in the 
room is therefore played live by the videos. 
In addition, a video track generates a drum 
track for the second video, and vice versa.
❏ Opening:19 April, 19:00 h, Kunsthalle

Stadtgalerie + Café

MENSCH-SEIN 
Agnes Nguyen, Yasmin Behrens, Carlu Glandorf, 
Lennard Kollossa, Jakob zur Heide, Leitung: 
Monika Witte/ DE / 2016

Under the leadership of Monika Witte, 
students from Osnabrück Music & Art 
School come together in their examination 
of the human species to develop a room 
installation that broaches the issue of being 
human: Are humans just organic machines 
that can hope to become immortal in future, 
thanks to medical and technical progress? 
Will the biological body and, in particular, 
the heart, where our emotional thoughts 
and the “soul” lie, be required in future? Will 
the biological body and the mind continue 
to constitute an entity in future?

RECRUITMENT
Avi Krispin / ISR/NL / 2015

Six posters.

Artist Talks
Moderation: Clare Molloy (Curator, London & Berlin)

LARISSA SANSOUR & 
SØREN LIND
Larissa Sansour, born in East Jerusalem and 
raised in Bethlehem, is one of Palestine’s 
most popular and productive artists. Her 
work has often addressed the occupation 
of her country. Søren Lind is a Danish writer 
and artist. Is it possible to change thehistory 
of a country by changing or creating a na-
tional mythical narrative? The two artists talk 
about their exhibition piece and the possibil-
ities of intervening in a culture’s history.
❏ 22 April, 19:00 h, Kunsthalle

JENNIFER L. MORONE
The London artist talks about her new busi-
ness model. Using a company controlled by 
her, she markets her own personal data her-
self. Jennifer Lyn Morone literally becomes a 
one-woman business, acting as its founder, 
management board, shareholder and even 
its product. JLM Inc. operates the profit-ori-
ented utilisation of her performance-based, 
health-related, genetic and physical data in 
order to survive the inevitable next stage of 
capitalism. 
❏ 22 April, 19:00 h, Kunsthalle 

VERENA FRIEDRICH
Psychologists and neurologists assume that 
humans consider the now that we expe-
rience to last three seconds. This period, 
known as the psychological present, also 
plays a structuring role in music and verse.
The history of art and culture, too, is full of 
examples that deal with the now and its tran-
sience. In The Long Now, Verena Friedrich 
reflects on this space of experience between 
memory and future that is so distinct to 
humans.
❏ 23 April, 19:00 h, Kunsthalle 

ROTRAUT PAPE
The Berlin Wall was a strong reference and 
focal point for Rotraut Pape, Berlin artist, 
filmmaker and professor of Film/Video at Of-
fenbach University of Art and Design (HfG). 
In Die Mauer – Der vertikale Horizont, she 
documented German-German reunification 
in a visual long-term observation spanning a 
quarter of a century, noting how the disap-
pearance of the Berlin Wall affects the city.
❏ 23 April, 19:00 h, Kunsthalle

BRITTA THIE
In the six-part web series “Transatlantics“, 
the artist Britta Thie sheds light on the inner 
conflict of a generation “post-internet“, 
that moves between its analogue past 
and modern aestheticism. The audiovisual 
means of representation generate a distinct 
impression of hyperreality. Her installation 
also comments on the habit on permanently 
making an own YouTube series of one‘s life. 
❏ 23 April, 19:00 h, Kunsthalle Osnabrück
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Lu Yang „Uterus Man“

 



hase29

 

SENSIBLE DATA 
Martin Hertig / CH / 2015

“Sensible Data” is an interactive installation 
consisting of three machines that invite to 
create a passport from your personal data. 
Take a picture of yourself and a machine will 
draw your portrait. Send an email and an al-
gorithm will judge your mood, age, gender 
and beauty. By pressing a dubious button, 
you can get a nice confirmation stamp. 

WAIT TO ENJOY A MOVIE
Yiyang Cao / USA / 2015

“Wait to enjoy a movie” is a sculptural space 
created to investigate the architecture of 
waiting and amplify the thinking within it. 
It deconstructs common assumptions of 
waiting and entertainment, exposes their in-
ner contradictions, and tries to provoke the 
audience to reflect on the action of waiting.

ZIPPY
Martin Hertig / CH / 2015

On the quest of new forms of tangible in-
terfaces I wanted to work with Zippers. The 
result is Zippy, a guitar reduced to it’s shell. 
The bag becomes a simple, but playable 
guitar. One Zip is for playing chords, one for 
changing the bar and one for the vibrato.

EVERYTHING IS REPETITIVE
Scream Test u� Vera Maria Rosa Herr / BE / 
18:45 

Tor u� Andre Mayer & Marlene Hirtreiter / CH 
/ 13:13

Filmic works that contrast occasionally are 
put in relation to each other as a continuous 
loop. Visitors can therefore delve in and out 
of the screening at any time.

HOCHSCHULE FÜR KÜNSTE, 
BREMEN

 

CURRENT TIMES
Peter Buczkowski / DE / 2015

Current Times - Workification of Computer 
Games is a device, that makes it possible to 
apply the principle of division of labour to 
computer games. Each input of a game is 
assigned to one individual person.

EARWORM DECIMATORS
Antonio Palacios / DE / 2015

A mixed-media installation consisting of 
three product prototypes and three sound 
pieces. “Earworm Decimators” proposes to 
eradicate sonic viruses by a process of re-af-
fection. The models developed use noise 
music to conduct this endeavour.

PLACEBOFIED-SELF 
Mathias Lam / DE / 2015

Placebofied-Self is a series of hacked 
products which cause a placebo effect in its 
users. By manipulating results of different 
tracking devices the user will either be con-
tented or pushed to achieve better results.

VR REFUGEES
Dennis Hoffmann, Yannick Westphal / DE / 2015

VR Refugees with the help of virtual reality 
technology create what the politicians are 
not able to do: A world without exclusion 
and prejudices.

HOCHSCHULE FÜR  
GESTALTUNG, OFFENBACH

HIATUS
Sandra Heinz / DE / 2015

Hiatus [gap, void] is an installation where 
every visitors actuation reveals a dark patch. 
The dark patch vanishes for a moment but 
returns in a different shape. Commonly, hia-
tus describes a short pause in which nothing 
happens or a space where something is 
missing. It refers to the state of in-between. 
The installation was built in an old custom-
house and asks for the sense and senseless-
ness of daily human actions.

 

I LOVE YOU
Catharina Szonn / DE / 2015

The drawing machine “I Love You” eluci-
dates the intolerability of emotional invis-
ibility. The drawing arm, reminiscent of a 
human limb, slides over a glass slab, similar 
to the fleeting gesture of writing in the air. 
The resulting noise depicts an invisible 
sensation as a constant loop of affective 
commonness.

Turm Bürgergehorsam

GETEILTES LEID IST HALBES
LEID
Silke Schwarz / DE / 2015

The sound installation adresses the report-
ing of catastrophes in german television. 
The viewer takes part in the mourning 
process over the screen and brings it in his/
her own social life. The installation visualizes 
the created collective through the form of 
language which is used in the reporting of 
catastrophes.  

 

WELT KLANG SPHÄRE
Alexander Pospischil / DE / 2015

In the spatial installation “Welt Klang 
Sphäre” (Global Sound Sphere), the great 
richness of diverse soundscapes from 
around the world is brought to life by the 
irregular movement of a spherical object. 
This object not only projects a moving beam 
of light across the installation space but also 
determines the selection, arrangement and 
playback of sounds in space.

AUTOMATIC ORCHESTRA
David Beermann, Hendrik Heuer, Irena Kukric, 
Julian Hespenheide, Thomas Hoheisel 
(Initiators: Dennis P. Paul, Jakob Bak) / 
DE / 2015

The “Automatic Orchestra” is an audio instal-
lation that explores algorithmic composition 
and networked music. The perpetual inter-
pretation of a common set of rules blurs the 
distinctiveness between structured compo-
sition and performative improvisation.

Klostergewölbe
HOCHSCHULE OSNABRÜCK

MALUVI
Tobias Düser, Linnea Helms, Joy Moorkamp /  
DE / 2016

You’re enjoying the sun during a hot 
summer day. Returning home, you rec-
ognise your skin got sunburned. Usually 
people aren’t aware of the effects that direct 
sunlight can have on their skin. We created 
a sunglasses, which is supposed to detect 
the invisible UV radiation. Maluvi alerts the 
user before exceeding his or her personal 
degree of healthy solar radiation and warns 
him by visual feedback.

 

WUTZ
Jannik Bussmann, Sebastian Galezka, Carlos 
Niermeier / DE / 2016

A lot of people lack the motivation for doing 
sports. Asked by other people it seems to 
be easier to give advice while viewing prob-
lems from above than taking action oneself. 
With WUTZ the user projects his own wishes 
onto an avatar thus „coaching” him. The 
avatar evolves by completing different 
minigames. These games are controlled 
through a wearable device.

ZWING
Nina Hanfeld, Sorél Loum, Felix Queisler /  
DE / 2016

Extrinsic motivation via a – worn on the 
arm – wearable. Zwing accesses the iPhone 
calendar and checks with GPS whether the 
user is on time at his destination. If delayed, 
the user is being driven to the destination 
with electric shocks.
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Special at the 29th EMAF

EMAF FILMFESTSPEZIAL 
The Festival TV programme will report 
on the EMAF in a 45-minute-programme. 
It will feature interviews with artists and 
jury members, will show film excerpts 
and workshops. The exhibition will also 
be coverd by „Filmfestspezial“. The 
EMAF-programme will be screened from 
4th of May 2016 on web channels h1 Han-
nover, oeins Oldenburg, TV 38 Wolfsburg/
Braunschweig, Radio Weser TV Bremen, 
Tide-TV Hamburg, Alex Berlin, OK Kiel,  
OK Kassel, rok-tv Rostock, 
OK Flensburg and Fernse-
hen aus Schwerin. For more 
information and the current 
broadcast dates see  
www.filmfestspezial.de.

WAIT TILL IT GETS DARK.
Projections in public spaces 

Interactive and garish, yet beautiful! – 
There’s a great deal to see at the town 
hall square. Tim Rossberg, Osnabrück 
University, and students from Osna-
brück University of Applied Sciences 
demonstrate their skills. 
❏ 21–23 April, Rathausmarkt, after dark

OUTDOORBEAMER.COM
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From FullDome to VR-Video – Cinematic Virtual Reality 
The experimental exploration of the immersive medium Virtual Reality. Detached from the real 
world, exploring virtual space, progressive media artists endeavour to prise open new levels of 
perception. 
In collaboration with the Hessen State University of Art and Design (HfG Offenbach), we present 
a selection of VR projects on data glasses. (Kunsthalle/monastery vault) 

Talks: 360° VR-Filme

PRODUCTION OF VR-FILMEN 
Myrna Brinkmann, SpiceVR Hamburg

The Hamburg based Start-Up SpiceVR will 
present the VR-pilot movie „Nicht gewollt“ (Not 
Wanted) about the topic „migration and es-
cape“. A film team will accompany two migrants 
from Burkina Faso on their way from West Africa 
to Europe. Directly involved in the events of 
their precarious journey, the spectator gains a 
360° experience. Moreover, SpiceVR-producer 
Myrna Brinkmann will give insight into the com-
plex production of 360° VR movies. 
❏ 21 April, 14:00 h, Kunsthalle/Klostergewölbe

BEST OF VR-ART 
Prof. Rotraut Pape, Thomas Bannier, Nikolas 
Gebbe, Hochschule für Gestaltung Offenbach

Prof. Rotraut Pape, Thomas Bannier und 
Nikolas Gebbe of Hochschule für Gestaltung 
Offenbach (HfG, University of Art and Design) 
present a “Best of VR Art“ short film and art 
program by students of the HfG and the roots 
and innovative possibilities of cinematograph-
ic VR films. Six parallel stations focus on the 
development of expansive, immersive films 
from the direction of 360° FullDome films, 
which has been researched and practically 
realized at the HfG Art Academy since 2007. 
Screened for the first time at the annual Full-
Dome Festival in Jena since 2007, these works 
subsequently caused a sensation around the 
world, highlighting HfG as the nucleus of 
research on immersion.
❏ 21  April, 15:00 h, Kunsthalle/Klostergewölbe

Experience VR 

AUFRÄUMARBEITEN
Realfilm, David Sarno / 3:42 / DE / 2007

In a landscape scattered with giant glass 
domes and an eminent threat.

DER LETZTE ARBEITSTAG
Animation, Anna Pietocha / 5:00 / DE / 2007

A man and his machine are on their last work-
day. Both replaced, say goodbye. 

HOW TO DISAPPEAR
Animation, Merlin Flügel / 4:00 / DE / 2011

A hand drawn animation about the inner and 
the outer, about the unconscious and the 
melancholic.

SCHWIMMENDE EINHÖRNER
Fantasy, Stefanie Kayß / 5:00 / DE / 2011

It suddenly starts poring with rain and Mar-
lene sits in a sleeping city.

VIER NULL SIEBEN
Legetrick-Malerei, Sabrina Winter / 3:21 / DE/ 
2012 

An old man uses the supermarket for a little 
chat. At least someone noticed him today.

BEAT
Collagefilm, Tim Seger / 5:10 / DE / 2014

When Henry falls asleep at his working place 
he finds himself in a world he does not com-
prehend. 

BLAUE LAGUNE
Realfilm, Marco Russo & Maciej Medrala / 7:26 / 
DE / 2015

The loneliness pervades her body. Bittersweet 
togetherness. Sibling love in the palm sea.

DAS ENDE EINES LANGEN TAGES
Realfilm, Christian Öhl& Philipp Boß / 3:53 / DE 
/ 2015

If public space sleeps, figures come to life that 
bring their own rules. 

MY LITTLE BROTHER JIMMY
Animation, Thomas Bannier / 10:18 min /DE / 2015

A young boy who escapes from a rough child-
hood into the woods.

SCALARAT
Animation, Nicolas Gebbe / 5:00 / DE / 2016

A tortured soul finds itself in a seemingly 
hopeless situation.

FEBRUAR
Narative VR-Landscape, Maarten Isaäk de Heer / 
13:01 / DE / 2015

The hand drawn FullDome film invites 
the shivering spectator in the middle of a 
snow-covered landscape to participate in 
weird events. 

❏ 20–24 April, Kunsthalle/Klostergewölbe

Curated by: Rotraut Pape, Thomas Bannier, 
Nicolas Gebbe 

 

 

Special:  
Virtual Reality

EXPIRY DATES OF THE
FUTURE. THE TRANSPARENCY 
DREAM OF THE AVANT-GARDE
Prof. Manfred Schneider (Ruhr Uni Bochum)

Ever since the 19th century, the artistic and 
political avant-garde have been penetrating 
the denseness of the future and attempting 
to immobilise it. The transparency dream 
provides the imaginary powers to do so. 
Such dreams of making the world and its 
people transparent are equally alive in 
Charles Fourier’s utopian Phalanstères, in 
the Russian avant-garde, in surrealism and 
in Walter Benjamin’s idea of a rebarbarised 
proletarian future. But the transparency 
dream has only now ‘come to itself’, as Hegel 
would put it: in the seizure of power by the 
big IT corporations that attempt to liquidate 
all traditional forms of society and policy.
❏ 22 April, 13:00 h, Haus der Jugend

PUBLIC PREPOSITION – 
MODELS OF ALTERED 
PUBLICITIES
Prof. Mischa Kuball (KHM Köln)

“(…) At the same time, however, what is 
known as “public space” has become further 
particularised and economised – suddenly 
light in the sense of “lighting” became an 
expression of prosperity and the feel-good 
scenario in the public perception and 
had considerably fewer associations with 
“enlightenment”. This had consequences 
– I had to reject no end of projects where 
it was clearly the case that I would have 
been unable to achieve a clear-cut division 
between artistic areas of activity and, broadly 
speaking, city marketing. The role played by 
art and the artist is undergoing tough tests.” 
(M.K.)
❏ 22 April, 14:00 h, Haus der Jugend

WALKING A DAYDREAM
Philip Rizk (Artist, Kairo)

I think the utopic as an act of social day-
dreaming, an insistence on imagining deeply 
rooted in reality, a stance of opposition to 
the harsh realities of now.  
I will take you on a walk through some places 
I know and don’t, to reach a point some-
where far past the cliché.
❏ 22 April, 15:30 h, Haus der Jugend 

Up next: 

ECHTZEIT
Film, followed by a talk with Florian Wüst and 
Thibaut de Ruyter. Cf. p. 21.

REDICTING THE PAST AND
NARRATING THE FUTURE: 
THE TECHIE IN NETWORKED
SOCIETIES
Dr. Nishant Shah (Leuphana Universität, Lüne-
burg/Centre for Internet & Society, Banga-
lore, India)

One of the most ubiquitous figures of the 
digital turn is the techie. The techie comes 
out of nowhere, suddenly erupts on the 
landscape, and gets activated by networked 
technologies into building a nation of the 
future. The techie becomes a figure that is 
made bereft of history and unmarked by 
pasts. At the same time, the futures that te-
chies build are planned visions that regulate, 
contain and control the body of the techie. 
I propose that the figure of the techie helps 
understand the role digital technologies 
play in marking us as subjects of history and 
subject to futures.

❏ 23 April, 13:00 h, Haus der Jugend 

LEIBNIZ AND CONTEMPORARY
CALCULATION
Ramon Amaro (Goldsmiths University of London)

This talk begins with Gottfried Wilhelm von 
Leibniz and his contributions to enrichments 
in fields of computational intelligence and 
learning processes to better understand 
present obsessions with data and our new 
sociability in mathematical performance. 
Today this is articulated most readily in 
contemporary deep mining and machine 
learning applications, where generalised 
pattern recognition and prediction limit 
techno-human relations.
❏ 23 April, 14:00 h, Haus der Jugend

BIG DATA AS PERMANENT 
FUTURE
Marcus Burkhardt (TU München) and Francis Hun-
ger (Artist, Leipzig) 
Moderation: Lena Brüggemann (D21 Kunstraum 
Leipzig)

Under the banner of big data, states and 
enterprises are collecting data with the inten-
tion of using it some time in the future. Seen 
from the perspective of databases, humans 
are transformed into data bodies and data 
potentials that are to be saved and algorith-
mically processed. While states, for example, 
allow their police to experiment with systems 
to predict criminal activities and their politi-
cal parties to mobilise the electorate for their 
election campaign using big data, enterpris-
es such as Amazon, Allianz Insurance and 
Deutsche Bank use their customers’ data for 
strategic business development purposes.
❏ 23 April, 15:30 h, Haus der Jugend

With the debates on surveillance, data protection and big data in 
mind, the lectures provide an outlook of today’s and  
tomorrow’s digital technologies, which are starting to regulate,  
restrict and control humans. So the question arises as  
to how social transparency can be ensured if programmes  
decide which decisions we take.
Curated by Afred Rotert
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Exhibition & VR Guided Tour Guided Tour

Exhibition & VR Guided Tour Guided Tour Artist Talk: Sansour/
Lind & Morone

Exhibition & VR Guided Tour Guided Tour Artist Talk: Thie & 
Friedrich & Pape

Exhibition & VR Guided Tour

Kunsthalle Osnabrück
Lagerhalle
hase29

Kunsthalle 
Osnabrück

Lagerhalle
Filmtheater Hasetor
Zimmertheater
Bergkirche Osnabrück
Rathausmarkt

Kunsthalle Osnabrück
Lagerhalle
Filmtheater Hasetor
Zimmertheater
Haus der Jugend
hase29
Zauber von OS
Rathausmarkt

Kunsthalle Osnabrück
Lagerhalle
Filmtheater Hasetor
Zimmertheater
Haus der Jugend
Rathausmarkt

Kunsthalle Osnabrück
Lagerhalle

We 20 April, 2016

Th 21 April, 2016

Fr 22 April, 2016

Sa 23 April, 2016

Su 24 April, 2016

Exhibition Filmprogramme Films Future of Visions Retrospective INIT / Media Campus Performance & Music Conference

Opening

P2 P3 Retro: Klaus Telscher I P4 Retro: Human-Maschines P6 P8 P10

P11 P12 Retro: Klaus Telscher II Retro: Echtzeit P14 P16 P18

P19 P20 P11 P22 P23 Award Ceremony Intermezzo  Nightshift

P27 P28 P29 P30  Theory of Obscurity P31  Yallah! Underground Awarded Films EMAF 2016

P32 Loop Cinema: Traceroute

P33 Loop Cinema: All That is Solid Melts Into Data

P34 Loop Cinema : ESIOD 2015

Music for Organ and Synth

Opening INIT – Media Campus

INIT Open Stage

Expiry dates of the 
future Public Preposition Walking a  

Daydream
AV Salon –  
Continouum

Predicting the Past... Contemporary 
Calculation Big Data AV Salon – Graete

Talk: Production of 
VR-movies Talk: Best of VR-Art

Wait till it gets dark

Wait till it gets dark

Wait till it gets dark

EMAF NightStage

P5  The Sky trembles … P7  Remainder P9   Ex Machina

P13  P15  Havarie P17  A Clockwork Orange (Hasekult)

P24 P25  Heart of a Dog P26  Music Parade

EMAF-App 
Programme EMAF 2016
Thanks for support:  
cybob communications
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P2 THE SAME AS IT NEVER WAS
You are the Center of the World u� Julia Char-
lotte Richter / DE / 16:50

The Unspeakable Freedom Device u� Jennet Thomas 
/ UK / 36:54

“Und alles, alles, alles war wieder gut” is the 
last sentence sung by a chorus of middle aged 
men that opens You are the center of the 
world. Three young adults find themselves 
on their own in a deserted provincial town. 
As they wander around aimlessly, it becomes 
obvious something is terribly wrong. The 
high school appears to have been bustling 
with activity just moments ago, cars are left 
standing in the middle of the road: It is as if 
people have vanished from the earth from one 
moment to the next. The three young men 
are calm about it. They don’t even speak. It is 
almost as if they are somehow complicit in this 
inexplicable state of affairs 
The unspeakable freedom device follows 
the desperate Mary, mother of a sick green 
baby, and her friend Glenda. They make their 
way through a bizarre landscape set in the 
near future, or perhaps a parallel universe, and 
are headed for the town of Blu Pool, where 
Mary is looking to obtain a new kind of device 
that feeds its owners feelings of contentment. 
En route they meet various colour coded char-
acters, amongst whom are fanatical followers 
of the ‘Blu Lady’: a divine Maggie Thatcher 
who is the spiritual force behind the Unspeak-
able Freedom Device and the only ruling 
entity left in this warped folk-tale. (Sebastiaan 
Schlicher)
❏ 21 April, 11:30 h, Lagerhalle 

 

P1 PREVIEW
Voor Film u� Douwe Dijkstra / NL / 11:39
The Exquisite Corpus u� Peter Tscherkassky / AT 
/ 18:00

The Reflection of Power u� Mihai Grécu / FR / 09:00
Paradies u� Max Philipp Schmid / CH / 15:00
In the Name of the Repose u� Jun-Jieh Wang / TW 
/ 08:34

Dying on the Vine u� Kevin B. Lee / US / 06:00

There should actually always be a supporting 
film at the cinema, but this tradition died out 
long ago. However, we are delighted to take 
up this tradition again with the apt Voor Film. 
The Exquisite Corpus pays tribute to Sur-
realist film and to the desires stoked by erotic 
cinema. In clear cut sequences from 60’s and 
70’s feature films, amateur and porn flics and 
advertising, Tscherkassky composes a “wet” 
visual dream that soon, however, disintegrates 
into a flickering staccato of images: virtual 
magic from the trashcans of commercial 
cinema.  
Cinema in the Western sense of the word 
does not exist in North Korea, it is more like 
a cinema of propaganda and The Reflec-
tion of Power. While the masses gloat over 
choreographed enforced conformity, Pyong-
yang is inundated by a red fluid. The end of a 
communist dream (or nightmare) or the start 
of a Paradies, which we all have visions of, 
but at least these visions should differ from 
each other. In the Name of the Repose also 
explores the collapse of systems and struc-
tures and their future reincarnation with a new, 
enhanced consciousness. As a real supporting 
film, we screen the world premiere of Dying 
on the Vine, the new film by Kevin B. Lee, 
winner of the Newcomer arte Award 2015. 
(Ralf Sausmikat)
❏ 20 April, 22:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

P3 SECURING SPACES
Que nous nous assoupissions (May We Sleep Sound-
ly) u� Denis Côté / CA / 15:00

Border Disorder u� Hadar Saifan / IL / 05:04
King of Boys (Abattoir of Makoko) u� Karimah 
Ashadu / UK / 05:00

Eisen u� Benjamin Kahlmeyer / DE / 16:00
The Last Sentence u� Mujin & Youngdon Jung / KR 
/ 11:40

COMBAT u� Andrew Kötting / UK / 05:00
In Between u� Theodora Prassa & Sofia Makridou / 
GR / 01:18

Who is seeking shelter, and what does a 
secure space constitute? A film programme 
about safety and helplessness, empty and 
bustling places, escape and home. In May We 
Sleep Soundly, an impossible silence envel-
ops a town, and its residents have fallen into a 
deep sleep: are they hibernating – or it is more 
than that? Completely deserted, statically 
filmed rooms appear to be poised in a state 
of waiting in Border Disorder; light on, light 
off, and it is only when they fall into darkness 
that the purpose of the windowless rooms 
becomes apparent. King of Boys (Abattoir 
of Makoko), set in broad daylight, showcas-
es the abattoir of Makoko in Lagos, where 
butchers skilfully carve up rams and bulls, 
going all lengths to exploit every morsel of the 
carcass. A choreography of bones and noise, 
shot through a red filter. Refugees live in a row 
of new houses in Eisenhüttenstadt, known as 
Eisen. The camp offers them accommodation 
and shelter; the reception procedure gives 
structure to their everyday lives, but their sto-
ries place their hopes and desires elsewhere. 
With no reference to time or any indication of 
her activity, a worker crawls through a closed 
system of fabric tunnels. Does she have a mis-
sion and, if so, what is it? The Last Sentence 
may perhaps provide an explanation. In the 
open forest, beyond the Valley of Fear, a group 
of masked animals is on the brink of hunting 
each other or uniting to fight a revolution. 
The battle in Combat is (for) a highly uncertain 
thing. Light and shadows portray moving 
images – In Between plays with the cinematic 
space between them. (Stefanie Plappert)
❏ 21 April, 13:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

P4 SOMETHING IS WEIRD IN
THE MAGICAL FOREST
Postindustrial u� Boris Pramatarov/Compote Col-
lective / BG / 03:20

Navigator u� Björn Kämmerer / AT / 07:00
Three Dimensions of Time u� Pim Zwier / NL / 13:30
not even nothing can be free of ghosts u� Rainer 
Kohlberger / AT / 11:00

Thunder Kitten Thunder u� Gilmore Tamny / US / 
06:56

Something’s not quite right here. Are we not 
supposed to recognise what’s wrong, or will 

we find out later? Are we unable to under-
stand the irony or see the whole picture? Let’s 
enter the magical forest together! Postin-
dustrial, based on a poem of the same 
name by Kaloyan Pramatarov, takes us into the 
surreal Daliesque animation worlds of Boris 
Pramatarov. Organs, organic material and 
fantasy images combine to create a dystopian 
roundel. In Navigator, a specific image is 
abstracted in the camera detail and confronts 
us with mirror surfaces cut at an increasing-
ly rapid pace. What we actually see is not 
explained in the film. In Three Dimensions 
of Time, Pim Zwier takes photographs by 
Sergey Prokudin-Gorskii as his starting point to 
decompose film portraits of people and urban 
landscapes in Siberia into overlapping primary 
colours. Not Even Nothing Can Be Free Of 
Ghosts remains abstract and black-and-white, 
and presents itself as a hallucinoid flicker 
whose images and electronic hum develop 
a hypnotic effect. In his computer-generated 
therapy video Something About Silence, 
Patrick Buhrüber reflects in a highly ironic 
manner on his boring audience, pigeons and 
his malicious wife. His best piece of advice: 
listen closely to the sound of unsold fashion. 
Gilmore Tamny’s DIY performance video, 
which she calls, with a wink, her “experimental, 
highly sentimental anthemic pop song/poem”, 
is all about cats and thunder, and nothing else. 
Thunderbolts and lightning: Thunder Kitten 
Thunder! (Toby Ashraf)
❏ 21 April, 16:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

P5 THE SKY TREMBLES AND THE
EARTH IS AFRAID AND THE 
TWO EYES ARE NOT BROTHERS
Ben Rivers / UK / 2015 / 96:42 

The title of Rivers film is based on is a line 
taken from a short story by Tangiers-based 
American writer Paul Bowles and the title of 
Ben Rivers’ docu-fiction in two parts.  
The documentary part takes place on an actual 
set of French filmmaker Oliver Laxe, who is 
seen having trouble filming his own movie. 
The second -fictional- part follows the story 
from which the title sentence was lifted. It 
begins when Laxe, overwhelmed by the diffi-
culties he has encountered, abandons his own 
filmset. He drives off into the desert, where 
he is abducted by a gang of nomads. Made 
to wear a heavy suit of tin-can lids and forced 
to dance on command, Laxe is trained up to 
be sold as a slave who dances for people’s 
amusement. (Sebastiaan Schlicher)
❏ 21 April, 18:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

 

P6 THIS WORLD AROUND ME
Black Code/Code Noir u� Louis Henderson / UK / 
20:50

In Between Identities u� Aleksandar Radan / DE 
/ 08:50

DVLottery u� Mohsen Zare / IR / 03:13
Solitary Acts #4 u� Nazlı Dinçel / US / 08:11
LILI u� An van Dienderen / BE / 12:00
Solitary Acts #5 u� Nazlı Dinçel / US / 05:25
Scales in the Spectrum of Space u� Fern Silva / 
US / 07:00

Visions of a better life, wishes for a better 
world, and the realisation of a better self: 
seven films that portray just that. A collage of 
news snippets, speeches, programmes and 
images establishes the state of the civil rights 
movement, particularly in the USA: Black 
Code/Code Noir evokes dreams of an ideal 
world and compares them with reality. A whole 
new world is created in In Between Iden-
tities: virtual individuals and surroundings 
simulate a surreal California in the comput-
er-generated second life. Passport photos of 
Green Card Lottery participants, of friends 
and acquaintances, blend into each other in 
Mohsen Zare’s film DVLottery, merely becom-
ing images, fading memories. Nazlı Dinçel 
writes and tells of her desires, her arousal and 
her first sexual experience, putting her body 
and masturbation into relation to sounds 
and colours, passion and her conservative 
childhood: Solitary acts #4 and Solitary 
acts #5. So-called “China Girls”, an allusion to 
their porcelain complexion, were used in film 
production to compare colours. Lili is one of 
them; using her light skin and found archival 
footage, old questions regarding the princi-
ples of exclusion of darker skinned people 
are posed afresh. Scales in the Spectrum 
of Space delves into the memory of Chicago 
City, and composes an experimental urban 
symphony consisting of found 35mm material 
on the jazz sounds of Chicago music legend 
Phil Cohran. (Stefanie Plappert)
❏ 21 April, 19:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

P7 REMAINDER
Omer Fast / UK/DE / 2015 / 104:00  

Remainder is the first feature film from the 
world-famous video artist and 2012 EMAF 
Award-winner Omer Fast based on the inter-
national bestseller by Tom McCarthy. 
A large, heavy, bulky object smashes through 
the glass roof of an urban atrium and hits a 
young man. When Tom wakes from his coma, 
he has lost his memory. All that remains is the 

£8.5 million compensation that the corpora-
tion – obviously responsible for the accident 
– paid to buy the silence of the victim – and 
a few fragmented shards of memory. What 
happened? Is it the past or the future? 
With help from the unshakeable Naz and his 
consulting firm Time Control, Tom finds the 
building that he knows from his memories – or 
is it from his dreams? 
Sparks of memory begin to flash, the picture 
slowly becomes clearer, a bank robbery could 
have maybe played a role. Tom obsessively 
creates a world for himself that might have 
been his own. Scenes of memories are re-
played and become ever more complicated, 
elaborate, and dangerous, until the present 
appears as past, and memories and dreams 
appear to catch up with reality.  
The borders disappear.
❏ 21 April, 20:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

 

P8 HISTORIES, SHADOWS, 
VISIONS AND DREAMS
The Masked Monkeys u� Anja Dornieden & Juan David 
González Monroy / DE / 30:00

Half Human, Half Vapor u� Mike Stoltz / US / 11:40
Vintage Print u� Siegfried A. Fruhauf / AT / 12:00
BLACK APPLES u� Andrew Kötting / UK / 10:00

The Masked Monkeys of Indonesia are trained 
by masters who belong to the lowest rungs 
of Javanese society. The story of their craft 
inside this ancient spiritual tradition mirrors 
persisting social hierarchies, equating the 
monkeys’ learned behaviours to their masters’ 
desire to overcome their plight. Lewis Vander-
car was a mystic, a sculptor, and notorious 
for spell-casting and telepathy. Half Human, 
Half Vapor focusses on the remnants of a 
dilapidated mansion and a sculpture garden 
ravaged by hurricanes. Combined with texts 
from a haunted house film, they are a fitting 
portrayal one man’s real life fascination with 
the other worldly. The immaterial becomes 
tangible in Vintage Print; an increasingly 
intense and ecstatic audio-visual trip through 
a psychedelic inferno, conjured up from a 19th 
century glass-plate negative of a nature scene. 
In Black Apples, author Iain Sinclair returns 
to rural Wales from London. Whilst reflecting 
on his memories of Wales and the Welsh 
landscape that have influenced and stayed 
with the artist throughout his life, on-screen 
texts accompany surreal images of ‘animals’ 
at play near a mysterious cavern (Sebastiaan 
Schlicher)
❏ 21 April, 21:30 h, Lagerhalle

Filmprogramme

Film- and Video Commission: Toby Ashraf, Katrin Mundt, Stefanie Plappert,  
Sebastiaan Schlicher, Ralf Sausmikat

Filmprogramm Filme Future of Visions Retrospektive INIT/Media Campus
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P9 EX MACHINA 
Alex Garland / UK / 2015 / 108:00 
Science fiction thriller. 2016 Oscar Winner in the 
Best Visual Effects category! Featuring Domhnall 
Gleeson, Oscar Issaac and Alicia Vikander (2016 
Oscar Winner in the Best Actress in a Supporting 
Role category). 

26-year-old Caleb works as a web program-
mer for a major internet group. He wins an 
in-house contest to spend a week in the moun-
tains at the isolated home of his boss, Nathan. 
But Caleb was not invited to the hideaway to 
enjoy the beautiful scenery. He quickly realises 
that his presence is part of a fascinating 
experiment. Nathan’s residence is home to the 
world’s first Artificial Intelligence: the female 
robot Ava, and Caleb is expected to commu-
nicate with her and establish a connection to 
the android. It becomes increasingly difficult 
to establish how humans and machines differ 
when it comes to feelings, consciousness and 
sexuality.
❏ 21 April, 22:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor 

 

P10 DON’T WORRY, IT’S 
HARMLESS
T-Rex In Love u� Heidi Hörsturz / NL / 1:02
Light Angle Sieve u� Timothy Orme / US / 5:25
What They Believe u� Shoko Hara / DE / 10:20
Die Brücke u� Meike Redeker  / DE / 4:00
Monotone u� Dina Tawil / AE / 0:52
Suckmyconfetizzle u� Jennifer Kurbjuweit & Elek-
tra Stoffregen / DE / 4:53

Pineapple u� Jeppe Lange / DK / 2:04
Uncanny Even u� Jascha Viola Bernhard / DE / 6:24
Lucky u� Ines Christine Geisser & Kirsten Carina 
Geisser / DE / 11:00

Ruben Leaves u� Frederic Siegel / CH / 5:00
The Curtain u� Orson Hentschel / DE / 9:15

Here we go: From 0 to 100 in... an instant, 
wacky UFOs from outer space take you away, 
oblique figures come too close and 
what happens to the animals? 
Short Stop...what exactly is wrong with me? 
...next: 
We cant miss some Confetti 
between some refreshing pineapples. 
Speaking of Sex: How do you identify? 
I’m definitely a horse type 
...but only animated! 
Boom! The curtain falls!
❏ 21 April, 23:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

P11 READYMADE RESOURCES
Mort aux hypocrite u� Marie Demaricourt / CH / 4:31
Bauangriff u� Laura Engelhardt / DE / 7:30
Reynke de Vos u� Joana Stamer / DE / 11:00
Isabella Morra u� Isabel Pagliai / FR / 22:15
Tu non sei niente u� Alice Angeletti / SE / 4:08
A Guest + A Host = A Ghost u� Jorge Jácome / FR 
/ 15:43

Society: No one seems to find their place. It 
pulls, is too tight and you turn claustrophobic. 
Arrivals, advantages, depreciations, sales. 
Men, women, animals. Everything breaks even-
tually. Who wants to arrive to this?
❏ 22 April, 11:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

P12 FALLING INTO PIECES, 
FALLING INTO PLACE
Woman without Mandolin u� Fabiano Mixo / DE / 04:47
Iron Condor u� Meredith Lackey / US / 10:12
Between Flashback and Déjà-vu u� Krassimir Ter-
ziev / BG / 06:27

An Ton Kaun u� Susanne Steinmassl / DE / 10:00
Tosse not my Soule u� Sebastian Buerkner / UK / 
04:25

Thunder In My Heart u� Carolina Hellsgard / DE 
/ 04:00

The Interior u� Jonathan Rattner / US / 24:00

In Woman without Mandolin, Fabiano Mixo 
uses different camera angles to decompose 
a cinematic portrait of Miriam Goldschmidt 
into a cubist mirror mosaic. Similar to a cut-up, 
the surfaces of a human physiognomy are 
misaligned. In Iron Condor,Meredith Lackey 
arranges images of museums, mural reliefs 
and people in the parachute simulator in 
such a way that an associative space in the 
Midwestern United States, rather than a story, 
evolves. In Between Flashback and Déjà-vu, 
two cameras observe each other in the inter-
play of observation perspectives – a drone 
and a tripod-mounted camera battle for the 
surveillance image. An abstract, digital play 
of shapes and colours by Sebastian Bürkner, 
Tosse Not My Soule, is condensed into a 
meditation on the transcendency of modern 
life. The world breaks down into pieces ac-
companied by choral sounds and sound bits. 
An Ton Kaun, the experimental portrait of a 
noise musician, also lies in broken fragments. 
This 16mm film re-explores its subject using 
archive footage, image distortion and lots of 
subtitles. Carolina Hellsgård attaches GoPro 
cameras to racehorses in THUNDER IN MY 
HEART. She dissects the uncontrolled images 
and sounds, and uses them to create a new 
collage, enabling the viewer to almost physi-
cally experience the jockeys’ perceptions dur-

ing the race. In The Interior, we delve into 
the seclusion of a winter Alaskan settlement 
populated by four people and 56 huskies. A 
flux of digital and 16mm images, characterised 
by snow, speechlessness, work and the sounds 
of nature.  (Toby Ashraf)
❏ 22 April, 13:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

P13 VISIONS FROM THE PAST
Untitled (Alterlaa-AG 1968) u� Mitya Churikov / 
DE / 06:39

Architectura u� Ulu Braun / DE / 14:58
Financial Locations (global mash up) u� Thomas 
Kutschker / DE / 05:55

Auroville Dream (Tales From the City) u� Sandra 
Crisp / UK / 05:22

I. u� Adrian Regnier / MX / 07:38
Waiting for the Gods u� Natalie Welsh & Alessan-
dro Bertelle / IT / 07:07

The Utility Curve u� John Butler / UK / 17:20

Progress and the future of society are based 
on structures such as architecture and its 
language of form. Untitled (Alterlaa-AG 
1968) takes us into the world of symbols in a 
failed utopia of social housing. The residential 
forms have become outdated, the modernist 
post-war architecture has seen better days and 
is now scheduled for demolition. Like a visual 
puzzle, Architectura takes up this cycle of 
construction, destruction and redesign.  
Real spaces that usually remain closed to us 
ordinary citizens, enabling them to generate 
their very own fiction, are presented to us by 
Thomas Kutschker in Financial Locations: 
“Investments for everyone”! The search is on 
for simple solutions, but they remain utopi-
an. In Auroville Dreams, reality has already 
transcended to digital space, humans have 
become invisible, their visions meandering 
through virtual worlds.  
In I., Adrian Regnier shows us how ethical 
and moral values can change, depending on 
the viewpoint and interpretation. A visit to 
Erich von Däniken and his theories of incar-
nation with the assistance of aliens brings us 
no further for the future, Waiting for the 
Gods –return is an absolute waste of time. How 
utopias can be transformed into dystopias is 
finally illustrated by John Butler in The Utili-
ty Curve, who takes us on a symbolic journey 
from the underworld of on-demand labour, 
through the desert of opportunity, to the ante-
chamber of acceptance. (Ralf Sausmikat)
❏ 22 April, 18:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

 

P14 WATCH ME, SEE ME BE!
The mirror is dark and inky u� Kevin Gaffney / IR 
/ 05:38

B-ROLL with Andre u� James N. Kienitz Wilkins / 
US / 18:20

Le Park u� Randa Maroufi / FR / 14:00
Sadhu In Bombay u� Kabir Mehta / IN / 14:46
YOLO u� Ben Russell / ZA/US / 06:30

Selbstbilder und Selbstdarstellungen, von 
jungen Menschen und älteren: das zeigen die 
Filme dieses Programms von sehr unter-
schiedlichen Blickwinkeln, und in sehr unter-
schiedlichen Ländern.

The films in this programme showcase self-im-
ages and self-portrayals of the young and 
old, shown from very different angles, and in 
very different countries. The everyday images 
from Iran could depict an atmospheric portrait 
of Tehran, if it wasn’t for the whale in the 
bath, and if the mirror didn’t look so strange: 
The mirror is dark and inky. Andre, the 
protagonist, could be so many things – a 
brilliant crook, philosopher or film director. 
But, above all, a film director – however, he has 
disappeared, and his cell mates are only able 
to narrate his film, creating its “making-of”, 
almost by chance, as a detective story. The 
B-Roll with Andre evolves, albeit without 
Andre. In a deserted amusement park in the 
heart of Casablanca, adolescents reconstruct 
images they’ve found on social networks. A 
frozen still life in Le Park, a constant danger of 
interference and movement: the slow tracking 
shots around the youths mercilessly record 
every tremble. A documentary portrait is also 
showcased in Sadhu in Bombay: Sadhu drives 
a taxi, has a girlfriend, and lives in Mumbai. 
He says. But perhaps that’s not the case, after 
all. In YOLO, adolescents film themselves: 
self-portraits of youths from the “Eat my dust” 
collective, shot in the ruins of a disused cine-
ma in Soweto. (Stefanie Plappert) 
❏ 22 April, 19:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

P15 HAVARIE
Philip Scheffner / DE / 2016 / 93:00

A single, uncut shot shows an image moving 
at a highly decelerated speed: a boat and 
a small, dark figurative still life in the azure 
blue sea. The camera moves jerkily, the 
image jumps. After all, the original cell phone 
video that director Phillip Scheffner found 
on YouTube, and extends here to 90 min-
utes, is actually just three-and-a-half minutes 
long, and was shot by Terry Diamond on the 
“Adventure of the Seas“cruise liner in the Med-
iterranean. But we only discover this, and a 

whole lot more, in the credits. The coordinates 
are the only thing we’re sure of: 37°28.6’N 
and 0°3.8’E. The location of a refugee boat 
containing 13 people. At the sound level, we 
hear in excess of 20 voices which, in contrast 
to the boat, we’re unable to locate. The voices 
become condensed into a mosaic of informa-
tion, tracks, speculations and stories. And yet 
the pieces of the puzzle do not fit together in 
a clear entity, and are not supposed to either. 
“Accident at see” is an experimental exami-
nation of mass media image policy and the 
resulting perspectives of transatlantic refugee 
movements. But that would merely be one way 
of interpreting it. A film that raises questions 
and let its audience wait, and by doing so, pro-
duces a physical experience that transcends 
the cinematic and documentary levels. (Toby 
Ashraf)

In cooparation with  
Freunden der Kunsthalle  
Dominikanerkirche e.V.
❏ 22 April, 20:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

 

P16 O FOR OBLIVION
O u� Samuli Laine / FI / 04:51
ears, nose and throat u� Kevin J. Everson / US / 10:11
La impresión de una guerra u� Camilo Restrepo / 
FR / 26:00

He Who Eats Children u� Ben Russell / US / 25:45

O portays a single moment repeated over 
and over while continuously losing parts of 
its information. Made through photocopying 
frames and exposing these copies to relentless 
recopying, visual meaning degenerates into ab-
stract noise, which ultimately deteriorates into 
nothingness. Electronic beeps of a standard 
hearing test accompany the opening images of 
Ears, Nose and Throat: a residential street 
at night. This simple acoustic device returns 
throughout the film in which Shadeena Brooks 
undergoes a medical examination and recounts 
a horrible event she eye witnessed. Every beep 
emphasizes the deep silence that lies at the 
heart of her story. An internal armed conflict 
has been raging in Colombia for more than 70 
years. Over time, the outlines of this war have 
become indistinct, as violence and barbarity 
have worked themselves into every aspect of 
daily life. Yet fine traces of it mark the streets. La 
Impression de una guerra offers a vision of 
some of these marks that often signal a strug-
gle against oblivion, indifference and impunity. 
Dutch development worker M. runs a small 
repair shop in Surinam. The only blue-eyed per-
son in the village of Amakaköndë, he falls victim 
to people’s gossip, prejudice and superstition 
when a local child disappears. After many years 
of exiled living in the jungle M. has become 
the topic of folklore. The subject of children’s 
games and songs, M. knows how people refer 
to him: He who eats children. (Sebastiaan 
Schlicher)
❏ 22 April, 21:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

P17 A CLOCKWORK ORANGE
Stanley Kubrick / GB / 1971 / 127:00 

A Clockwork Orange is an ingenious social 
satire about a frightening future that has 
already become the present. Stanley Kubrick’s 
film, considered to be a spectacular master-
piece and a milestone in film history, involves 
the absurd and grotesque narration of an 
exciting and inventive story that, almost 40 
years on, has not lost any of its explosiveness, 
posingfundamental questions concerning 
morals and politics. The film revolves around 
Alex (Malcolm McDowell), who fights, robs, 
rapes and murders like a predator without a 
conscience. Alex is arrested and imprisoned. 
He undergoes a cruel rehabilitation process 
that is supposed to make him “socially ac-
ceptable” again; functioning like a “clockwork 
Orange”.
❏ 22 April, 22:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

 

P18 IN A QUEER TIME AND
PLACE
blowjob.gif u� Mario Ashkar / US / 07:22
Maku u� Yoriko Mizushiri / JP / 05:25
YOU ARE BORING! u� Vika Kirchenbauer / DE / 13:43
TELL ME WHEN YOU DIE u� Amber Bemak / US / 11:52
Mad Ladders u� Michael Robinson / US / 09:45
Sadness is an Evil Gas Inside of Me: The Age of 
Corn u� Max Boss & Stine Omar / DE / 17:28

As a cinematic description, the term “trans-
gressive” is ambiguous because it can mean 
the form, the content or, in a political context, 
the critical questioning of a heteronormative 
social or physical order. 

In blowjob.gif, multimedia artist Mario 
Ashkar, an emphatically imperfect drag queen, 
moves to the music of the moon baby in a 
night of performative sexuality in Pittsburgh’s 
darkrooms. In maku, bodies – as bearers of 
meaning – are abstracted in pastel animations 
and subjected to all kinds of visual transforma-
tions. In YOU ARE BORING!, Vika Kirchenbauer 
ironically concerns herself with the consuma-
bility of images of deviant and transgressive 
bodies in the context of visual and economic 
theories, using performances against a black 
background. Tell Me When You Die, a lesbi-
an lovers’ dialogue in the form of a sex-posi-
tive holiday movie, sensually protests against 
hetero-normative ideas of female vaginal 
sexuality, whereas Mad Ladders conveys the 
mystic visions of a faceless prophetess of 
destruction and transformation in a hallucinoid 
kaleidoscope of TV images of pop music. Sad-
ness is an Evil Gas Inside of Me: The 
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Age of Corn, a theatre-like narrative fragment 
in summer, set in prefabricated buildings of 
Berlin, creates an outlandish performance with 
a mix of weirdness, comedy and eating - with 
Vaginal Davis as narrator. (Toby Ashraf)
❏ 22 April, 23:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

P19 OFF CENTER STAGE
Scrapbook u� Mike Hoolboom / CA / 18:45
Light Angle Sieve u� Timothy Orme / USA / 06:40
Auditioning for Nathaniel u� Kevin Jerome Ever-
son / USA / 13:31

Fugue u� Kerstin Schroedinger / CA / 08:05
Scheinkraft u� Philip Widmann / DE / 15:00

How can a film create spaces in which people 
become actors, and gestures start talking? 
How, too, does the documentary view of the 
world always transform what we see into a 
scene? In Scrapbook, footage shot in a home 
for disabled children during a workshop in 
the 1960s was viewed and commented on 
decades later by a former resident. Who does 
she see when she sees herself (again) in it? 
The play of reflective graphic surfaces and 
electronic sounds in Light Angle Sieve 
creates a paradoxical space that suggests and 
reduces depth, whilst being equally abstract 
and fictionally charged. Auditioning for 
Nathaniel depicts an encounter with the actor 
Nathaniel Jitahadi Taylor, who gained fame in 
the 1970s TV series Sanford and Son, among 
other things: a portrait that seems to evolve 
from mutual improvisation behind and in front 
of the camera. Fugue is a three-part compo-
sition that explores the relationship between 
theatrical gestures and real acts. Light reflexes 
alienate bodies, bodies displace texts, while 
the stage disappears in total visibility. Entirely 
in the tradition of ethnographic film, Scheink-
raft not only takes us to the location of a cen-
turies old ritual, but also circles the underlying 
parameters of the cinematic view of actions 
and those acting. (Katrin Mundt)
❏ 23 April, 11:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

P20 NATURAL/UNNATURAL
Eat My Dream u� Jessica Dürwald / DE / 8:00
Ships Passing In The Night u� Elisabeth Zwimpfer 
/ DE / 12:05

I Felt Like Destroying Something Beautiful u� 
Katrin Jucker / CH / 2:54

Call Of Beauty u� Brenda Lien / DE / 8:50
Frémis u� Léon Yersin / CH / 3:23
Eu Soup u� Caroline Neumann / BR / 6:10
External Memories u� Yuan Zheng / USA / 16:00

This programme shows the contrast of nature 
and artifice: The refugee issue in an animated 
movie, fashion and YouTube stars, to digital 
worlds and topics of various contemporary 
cultures.
❏ 23 April, 13:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

P21 ME/WE
Sing me back home (before I die) u� Gwennael Bo-
lomey / CH / 22:00

A Window is a Mirror is a Window u� Peter Roe-
hsler / AT / 02:00

There Is a Happy Land Further Awaay u� Ben Rivers 
/ UK / 20:06

G_Girls (Gracie) u� Susi Jirkuff / AT / 06:00
De Ontwaring u� Sarah Vanagt / BE / 10:00
wegzaubern u� Betina Kuntzsch / DE / 06:15

With playful casualness, Sing me back home 
(before I die) tells the story of a young 
man’s journey (back) from loneliness to a life in 
the human community. He only comes round 
in encounters with others – in discussions, 
through touch, in play. In A Window Is a Mir-
ror Is a Window, a girl looks at her reflection 
in a shop window, the camera observes her 
from the inside, follows her, lies in wait for her: 
a miniature about looks and glances. In prison, 
the only view of the real world “out there” 
is the view from the window. Eine weibliche 
Stimme spricht zögernd und stockend einen 
Text über ein fremdes Land, eine männliche 
Stimme korrigiert sie, lacht. Unterlegt ist das 
ungleiche Zwiegespräch mit Bildern tropischer 
Vulkanlandschaften, verlockend und unheim-
lich zugleich. Sie sind wie ein Versprechen: 
There Is a Happy Land Further Awaay. 
In G_Girls (Gracie), we hear a girl talking 
to her friend on the phone, bitching and 
fantasising. For her desires, the bourgeois 
setting of her parents’ home offers shelter 
and storage space alike. In early photography, 
long exposure times meant that, if a portrait 
was to be taken of a child, the girl or boy was 
placed on the mother’s lap to ensure they kept 
still. The mother was hidden under a throw. De 
Ontwaring adapts this technique for cinemat-
ic studies of children in front of the camera. 

Fragments of medical records, cut into each 
other, recount the developmental pathways 
of female psychiatric patients in wegzaubern. 
The bureaucratically standardised attributions 
of normality and deviation place themselves 
around each individual life like an iridescent 
narrative shroud, like a film, making them 
disappear. (Katrin Mundt)
❏ 23 April, 14:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

P22 FUTURE (RE)VISITED
Copy Complete u� Maria Auerbach / DE / 8:23
Lucciola u� Christofer Cornevaux / FR / 14:00
Firmamentum Continuitas u� Esteban Rivera / DE 
/ 10:57

Mars Closer u� Annelie Boros & Vera Maria Brück-
ner / DE /  16:12

Céos | Phoébé u� David Rodes / FR / 13:00

Visions of the future by looking back at 
it: Many strong sci-fi fantasies have been 
designed in the last millennium. But what has 
happened in the real cosmos is much more 
exciting. And if not then, surely in a few years. 
One can only hope that it does not end in the 
Post Apocalypse!
❏ 23 April, 16:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

P23 DECONSTRUCTING / 
RECONSTRUCTING
V. u� Adrian Regnier / MX / 03:33
Die Neue Frau u� Liz Rosenfeld / DE / 19:25
The Lamps u� Shelly Silver / US / 04:14
King James Version Genesis Chapter Nineteen u� 
Martin Sulzer / DE / 08:10

Arts + Crafts Spectacular #3 u� Sebastien Wolf & 
Ian Rtterskamp / DE / 04:36

Surface Glaze u� Lotte Meret Effinger / DE / 08:00
Lauren u� Natasha Cantwell / AU / 02:24

Film as an apparatus for rewriting, inscribing, 
remaking, deconstructing and reconstructing. 
A new view of history, religion, pop culture 
and sausage. A ʌ̇ as an upside-down V., a 
mirrored film, a bomb ballet to the jazz song 
in an endless loop, a very specific date: 30 Oc-
tober 1961. Two historic figures, Leni Riefen-
stahl and Eva Braun, in a newly devised queer 
encounter: having a picnic, baking a cake, cap-
tured in the open loop of history, commented 
and played by Susanne Sachsse, among 
others: Die Neue Frau. The rediscovery of 
the dadaist Baroness Elsa von Freytag-Loring-
hoven in Lamp in the brief flicker of a forgot-
ten biography, but mainly: frogs in a glass, 
lettering, the reference to the unheard of. King 
James Version Genesis Chapter Nineteen 
or the history of “Sodom and Gomorrah”, from 
the bible, the Qur’an, the Torah, recalculated 

and programmed: animated mischief between 
Tom of Finland and a silver computer game, 
a distorted narrator of the original from the 
soundtrack. 1968: Valerie Solanas shoots 
Andy Warhol in the Factory, and is haunted 
by nightmares, pop art and clowns in her cell. 
Plasticine figure-like, narrated by Amanda 
Lear. Surfaces, liquids, female bodies as almost 
abstract fragments in Surface Glaze. Close 
shots, taken apart, in a cycle of images, whose 
seduction is deceptive. Lauren: Sausage with 
hair, restuffed, at the end: a dead performer in 
a beautiful, abject fantasy. (Toby Ashraf)
❏ 23 April, 18:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

P24 POSTS FROM THE FUTURE
Future in the Past u� Susanne Wiegner / DE / 07:07
Sara the Dancer u� Tim Ellrich / DE / 14:02
Steve Hates Fish u�  John Smith / UK / 04:42
The Powder of Sympathy u�  Tuomas A. Laitinen / 
FI / 08:36

The Mess u� Peter Burr / USA / 14:18
Escape Pod u� Jonathan Monaghan / US / 17:45

A perspective of the future and our belief in it; 
creative and scientific progress are the, often 
contrasting, powers that lead us to where we 
thought we once wanted to go to, but where 
we do not want to end up. With Future in 
the Past, we embark on a monotonous 
journey through surreal worlds of spaces and 
images that are evocative of modern masters.  
Sara The Dancer raises questions about the 
power of Google that we, as users, all ask 
ourselves; but how come a street view camera 
is asking critical questions about it? Steve 
Hates Fish does not supply any answers 
either, it’s more like the simple yet ingenious 
translation of the wide range of possibilities 
that apps now offer: create your own reality 
within limited spaces!  
In times of the constant exploitation of earth, 
and of people in search of resources for the 
future of digitised communication, archaic 
rituals are given new meaning, and become 
Powder of Sympathy. Inspired by Tarkovsky’s 
Stalker, the protagonist in The Mess wanders 
through the digital depths of cyberspace in an 
attempt to explore its boundaries and clarify 
the unintentional but existent chaos. She ap-
pears to manage this, if we are to believe the 
next film Escape Pod: the system of wealth, 
power and authority works perfectly well even 
without humans, and the order remains the 
same. (Ralf Sausmikat)
❏ 23 April, 18:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

 

P25 HEART OF A DOG
Laurie Anderson / US/FR / 2015 / 75:00

The first feature film by Laurie Anderson, the 
musician, performance artist and icon of the 
1980s musical avant-garde, is a collage of 
expressionist sketches, animated ink draw-
ings, text passages, home movies and new 
film footage that show roads and landscapes, 
usually from a dog’s perspective. As such, the 
protagonist of this essay is Anderson’s terrier 
Lolabelle, who, like her husband Lou Reed, 
passed away during the preparation and initial 
shooting of the film. Reed himself makes a 
cameo appearance as a veterinarian that sees 
Lolabelle. Heart of a Dog arose as a visual 
meditation about life, death, memory and for-
getting, but also about 9/11 and the following 
ubiquity of the military and surveillance camer-
as in the American cityscape. In one scene, An-
derson reminds herself of a stroll long ago in 
which Lolabelle was attacked by birds, which 
turns into a reflection on modern dangers 
of terrorism in the New York sky. Anderson 
dedicated the film to Lou Reed and gives him 
the last word while the final credits roll with a 
melancholy declaration of love in the form of 
his song Turning Time Around: “What do you 
call love? Well I call it Harry, Oh…. Turning 
time around, that is what love is.” And that is 
what Anderson masterfully achieves with Heart 
of a Dog. (Ralf Sausmikat)
❏ 23 April, 20:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

 

P26 THE MUSIC PARADE
Kratzbaum u� Simon Glass / DE / 03:16
Captain Hook u� Alfonsina Sterling & Nicolas 
Bonadeo / AR / 02:32

Der Springer u� Henning Frederik Malz / DE / 03:50
Pushing it – Renato Unterberg u� Stefanie Weber-
hofer & Renato Unterberg / AT / 03:04

Nusikaltimai ir nelaimés u� Martynas Norvaišas & 
Kamil Milašiute / LT / 05:09

VjTsunamix Hyperdimensional Shape-shifting All 
seing I u� Martin Chartrand / CA / 03:32

Weisser Westen: Evidence u� Phillip Schulze & 
Angela Fette / DE / 05:02

First Sun u� Leslie Supnet / CA / 02:28
Ik’pulan vaichil (sueño oscuro) u� Pau Pascual / 
MX / 06:42

Claws u� Natasha Cantwell / AU / 00:48
Ol’ Fren u� Kenji Hayasaki / US / 03:52
This particular nowhere u� Rita Macedo / DE / 09:08
Second Sun u� Leslie Supnet / CA / 03:00
Make Love Not Art – Do Not Expect Me To Do It For 
You u� Igor Štromajer / SI / 02:49

Flow u� James Pomeroy / CA / 03:31
UG u� Simon Le Boggit / UK / 02:32

Music videos, or clips for short, have always 
been a great testing ground for new and 

different combinations of image and sound. 
Scopitone films – the forerunner of music 
videos – were shown in bars in the 1960s 
to promote and sell songs as visual singles. 
Following MTV, they are now designed more 
as cinematic messages. You can’t always tell 
immediately whether the visual or audio 
footage is the starting point for the clip. What’s 
much more important is that they visualise 
zeitgeist, design, art and, of course, music for 
the masses. (Ralf Sausmikat)
❏ 23 April, 22:45 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

 

P27 LA VIE HÉROÏQUE 
DE B.S. – UN OPÉRA EN 3 ACTES 
Hoël Duret / FR / 2013-2015 / 45:08

In burlesque or video musical style, La Vie 
Héroïque de B.S. tells the story of indus-
trial designer B.S. Born in a light, humorous 
manner as an “opera in three acts“. Set in the 
Bauhaus era of the twenties, the protagonist 
attempts to transfer the ideas of functional 
design to the world of the American Way of 
Life. His unalterable faith in the modernists’ 
ideas, his enormous self-confidence and 
overestimation of his capabilities and, worse 
still, his complete lack of a perspective view 
lead him to end up having fatuous delusions. 
Undeterred, he continues his quest to create 
a better design for the “new world“. (Ralf 
Sausmikat)
❏ 24 April, 11:30 h, Lagerhalle
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P28 FOLLOW ME IN THIS 
DIRECTION
Patterns u� Shahar Davis / IL / 15:46
Atlas of the Wounded Buildings u� Thadeusz 
Tischbein / DE / 12:56

Every Move u� Jennie Cole / UK / 12:30
Fatherland u� Baha Görkem Yalim / NL / 6:15
Un bizarre dessin de ponts u� Lucie Fesel / FR / 
5:10

Quimtai u� Camilo Colmenares / DE / 6:05

Chaos isn’t funny! It’s better in patterns. Read 
history and stories are told. With every step 
it takes you forward. And even if the view is 
blurry: the patterns remain, order is legible 
and leads the way.
❏ 24 April, 13:00 h, Lagerhalle

P29 SABOTAGE!
Dann muss es ja ein was weiß ich was Gutes geben 
u� Florian Dedek / DE / 31:40

G_Girls (Ginny) u� Susi Jirkuff / AT / 05:00
Schicht u� Alex Gerbaulet / DE / 28:30

Eight years in prison for a politically motivated 
crime that one did not commit, but could have 
committed: dann muss es ja ein was weiß 
ich was Gutes geben reconstructs a family 
history that questions the current concepts of 
victim and perpetrator. A son questions his 
parents about their former dream of a just so-
ciety, which blends into his own self-question-
ing of his current need for justice. A satellite 
city in pastel shades. A psychologist questions 
a girl about her motives for committing an 
apparently senseless cruelty against a de-
fenceless victim. In G_Girls (Ginny), image 
and sound are in rhythmic dialogue, mirroring 
the speaker’s breathlessness and cluelessness. 
Is history told in layers or in linear processes? 
How can you talk about the disruptions, twists 
and repetitions in your own history, which is 
also always that of your family and the place 
where you live, and which therefore inevitably 
gets caught up in the offshoots of the “big” 
story? In Schicht, narrative remembering is 
always both things: an elegantly associative 
gliding and an abrupt fall into a bottomless. 
(Katrin Mundt)
❏ 24 April, 14:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

P30 THEORY OF OBSCURITY:
A FILM ABOUT AND WITH
THE RESIDENTS
Dan Hardy Jr. / US / 2015 / 87:00

Avant-garde geniuses or the world’s long-
est-running rock novelty act? For those not 
previously converted or exposed, Theory of 
Obscurity will leave that big question hang-
ing. A film that explores the renegade sound-
and-video collective known as the Residents.  
A career which spans 40 years and is cloud-
ed in mystery. Many details surrounding the 
group are secret, including the identities of its 
members. They always perform wearing masks 
and costumes, which is part of their magic.
❏ 24 April, 16:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

P31 YALLAH! UNDERGROUND
Farid Eslam / CZ/D / 2015 / 85:00

Yallah! Underground follows some of today’s 
most influential and progressive artists in Arab 
underground culture. Whether Jordanian rap-
pers, Egyptian DJs, Lebanese electro poppers 
or Palestinian folk musicians – they all have a 
voice they want to use to bring about change. 
For four years (2009-2013), Farid Eslam 
accompanied them on their creative paths, 
marked by hopes, dreams and fears in a time 
of great change in the Arab world. 
A journey to Lebanon, Jordan, Palestine and 
Egypt, featuring intensely illustrated shots 
charged with the protagonists’ pulsating 
soundtrack and texts that give new meaning 
to the word “freedom”. Above all, Farid Eslam 
finds intoxicating rhythms and melodies. 
Yallah! Underground is so full of energy that, 
after watching the film, you simply want to 
pack your bags and spend the night dancing 
in Beirut.

In Cooperation with Morgen-
landfestival Osnabrück

❏ 24 April, 18:00 h, Lagerhalle 

 AWARDED FILMS EMAF 2016
The awarded films all and some specials in 
one programme! 
❏ 24 April, 20:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

Loop Kino
With this new kind of cinema, the festival 
wants to give those many film productions a 
platform, that were made for museums or gal-
lerys but also for big screens in movie theaters. 
In the little black cube of the Zimmertheater, 
we will show one film per day, restarting every 
hour.
❏ Zimmertheater

P32 TRACEROUTE
Johannes Grenzfurthner / AT / 2015 / 120:00

Artist and life-long nerd Johannes Grenzfurth-
ner is taking us on a personal road trip from 
the West Coast to the East Coast of the USA, to 
introduce us to places and people that shaped 
and inspired his art and politics. An exhila-
rating tour de farce into the guts of trauma, 
obsession and cognitive capitalism. 
❏ 21 April, 12:00–18:00 h (Starting 12:00, 

14:00 and 16:00 h)

P33 ALL THAT IS SOLID 
MELTS INTO DATA
Ryan Jeffery / US / 2015 / 53:00

Equal parts building and machine, a library 
and a public utility, data centers are the 
unwitting monuments of knowledge pro-
duction to the digital turn. While our “smart 
tools” and devices for communication become 
increasingly smaller, thinner, and sleeker, this 
film looks to the overlooked materiality that 
they are reliant upon, in order to elucidate 
the structures of power that have developed 
out of networked technologies and global 
computation
❏ 22 April, 12:00–18:00 h

P34 ESIOD 2015
Clemens von Wedemeyer / DE / 2015 / 39:00 

Vienna 2051. After many years, a customer 
comes back to the city to close her bank 
account. Not only data about money, but also 
memories and other personal data are digital-
ly stored in this account. The customer is not 
recognized by the computer system. She has 
to undergo a “memory check,” during which 
they observe how she reacts to data, videos, 
and images from the account. The protagonist 
gets visibly lost in the border zone between 
real and virtual space, and the film itself con-
tinues to disintegrate, becoming transparent, 
into a cloud of pixels.
❏ 23 April, 12:00–18:00 h

 

HUMANS & MACHINES
Curated by Florian Wüst
Think of the Future u� John Halas & Joy Batchelor 
/ UK / 1953 / 8:00

Europa 1978 u� Paul Claudon / FR / 1958 / 16:00
New Sensations in Sound u� Mary Ellen Bute / US / 
1959 / 3:00

Kommunikation – Technik der Verständigung u� 
Edgar Reitz,/ BRD / 1961 / 10:00 

Reaktionen – Menschen in der Automation u� Erik 
Wernicke, BRD / 1961 / 11:00

Random u� Marc Adrian / AT / 1963 / 4:00 

The automation of industrial production and 
data processing operations in the 20th century 
fundamentally changed the relationship 
between humans and machines. Workers 
and employees were to be liberated from 
monotonous activities that were mentally and 
physically exhausting, while machines offered 
considerably greater efficiency: they are more 
powerful, the work with greater precision, 
and do not become tired. Mass production, 
enhanced in this way, gave birth to modern 
consumer society in the West. And yet there is 
a price to pay for this progress: the irretriev-
able loss of full employment in the post-in-
dustrial age. Humans & Machines showcases 
a selection of informational, industrial and 
experimental films from the ‚50s and ‚60s, 
which illustrate the wide range of interactions 
between artistic expression, scientific interest, 
and political and economic purpose at that 
time. The programme also reflects upon the 
thin line between utopia and dystopia: when 
the promise of a better standard of living 
through technology mutates into a nightmare 
scenario of total control.
❏ 21 April, 18:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

ECHTZEIT
Hellmuth Costard & Jürgen Ebert / BRD / 1983 / 
107:00

Introduction: Florian Wüst, followed by a talk 
with Thibaut de Ruyter

Echtzeit (Realtime) deals with the trans-
formation of images in a world shaped by 
electronic systems. “A computer is working 
in ‘realtime’ when it is as fast as the event it is 
used to control,” writes Hellmuth Costard. In 
realtime computation, the border between 
actuality and its computation, between reality 
and illusion, is blurred. The story revealed 
by this experimental sci-fi film is of the love 
between Ruth and Georg, who exist as a 
momentary state in a program. Unlike Ruth, 
Georg seeks a “place that is nowhere,” where 
the past, present, and future collapse into one 
another. The fictional plot is edited with docu-
mentary footage and clips from television: the 
production of microchips in a cleanroom lab, 
a Pershing II missile test, a guided tour of the 
Würzburger Residence with computer pioneer 
Konrad Zuse and others, the arrest of West 
Berlin squatters, and a discussion between 
engineers about coloring in a computer-gen-
erated image of a landscape, who is the film’s 
real protagonist. 
❏ 22 April, 16:30 h, Lagerhalle

FILMS OF KLAUS TELSCHER
Curated by Ralf Sausmikat

PROGRAMME 1
Entwicklungsstücke u� BRD / 1979/80 / 16mm / s/w 
und Farbe / stellenweise Ton / 12:00

Aus der Alten Welt u� BRD / 1984 / 16mm / s/w und 
Farbe / Ton / 30:00 

Warum ist es am Rhein so schön? u� BRD / 1987 / 
16mm / Farbe / Ton / 18:00

Nachsommer u� BRD / 1987 / 16mm / s/w / Ton / 
30:00

In Rouge u� BRD / 1990 / 16mm / Farbe / Ton / 10:00

❏ 21 April, 14:30 h, Lagerhalle

PROGRAMME 2
On the Balance u� BRD / 1988/89 / 16mm / s/w / 
Ton / 13:00

American Hotel u� BRD / 1982/83 / 16mm / Farbe / 
Ton / 13:00 

La Reprise u� D / 1995 / 16mm / s/w / Ton / 58:00

Her Mona u� D / 1992 / 16mm / s/w / Ton / 7:00 

❏ 22 April, 14:30 h, Lagerhalle

“Telscher’s rich, original, witty, subtle, and 
partly cryptic work is characterized by a flair 
for deliberate technical imperfections, for 
the obsessive use of fragments of all kinds of 
music, and for eclectic references to the his-
tory of film and photography. His last film, “La 
Reprise”, appeared in 1995. Since 1996, Klaus 
Telscher has been confined to a wheelchair..“ 
Noll Brinckmann

Klaus Telscher was always striving for the 
perfect image, the perfect narrative structure 
(his films do tell stories of a sort), the perfect 
timing. The films provoke questions, questions 
Telscher often asked himself—always in doubt 
whether they could be asked in this form. 
This led to the constant changes to which he 
submitted his films, sometimes as late as after 
their first public screening.

The retrospective does justice to this workstyle 
in that the films are not put together chrono-
logically, and there are even omissions from 
the complete works. Instead, an attempt is 
made to recreate Klaus’s cinematic quest and 
to relate images and places to each other to 
which he constantly returned in the course of 
his artistic career.

To mark Klaus Telscher’s 60th birthday, a DVD 
containing his complete works was released 
in collaboration with the Arsenal, Institute for 
Film and Video Art, Filmgalerie 451, Berlin and 
EMAF, which digitised the 16mm films. The 
DVD is available for purchase at the festival. 
The films will be screened in the original 
16mm format.

Visions of the future 
Retrospektive
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EMAF INIT:

Expect Everything
Media Campus 2016 presents itself with new ideas and a new concept – 
EMAF INIT. Being a platform for emerging young artists, INIT showcases 
contemporary films and installations. Spread across a number of exhibi-
tion areas, INIT takes art into the heart of the city and opens up new loca-
tions where pieces can be exhibited. Spanning interactive performances 
in the city centre, participatory talks at the Open-Stage and a concert in 
the offspace, this programme, organised entirely by students, offers visi-
tors the chance to discover budding media artists and to engage in ex-
change with them.

The team: Robert Schnüll (team leader), Jannik Bussmann, Tim Duvendack, Jan-Hendrik Steffan, Jemma MacDonald, Car-
los Niermeier (co-leaders), Pia Beholz, Lennart Bramlage, , Dirk Erdmann, Wiebke Glaw, Merle Lembeck, Michelle Matizick

MUSIC FOR ORGAN & 
SYNTHESIZERS
John Kameel Farah (CAN)

EMAF presents a special live experience 
at the Bergkirche Osnabrück: Toronto and 
Berlin-based composer-pianist John Kameel 
Farah merges the musical worlds of synth 
esizers and keyboards, with their ancestor, 
the pipe organ, itself a kind of ancient syn-
thesizer. Tones from the organ will be filtered 
and looped through computer effects to 
alter its sound and play with the church‘s 
acoustics. The concert will be in two halves 
with a short intermission, with a series of mi-
nimalistic and maximalistic cosmos-themed 
compositions and improvisations.
❏ 21 April, Doors: 19:45 h, Start: 20:00 h, 

Bergkirche 

 

THE AV SALON: CONTINUUM
For more than five years, the AV Salon sees is 
a forum for sound art combined with visual 
media.

„Continuum“ Paul Jebanasam & Tarik 
Barri (UK/NL)

Continuum is a new work by Paul Jebana-
sam featuring visual projections by Dutch 
artist Tarik Barri. Inspired by the poetics of 
energy and living matter’s eternal resistance 
against entropy, the piece explores the 
compositional space of synthetic audio and 
visual materials pushed to limits of techno-
logical possibilities. The live performance 
of the work centres around custom soft-
ware developed by Barri to enable impro-
vised constructions of complex simulated 
environments. Traditionally the domain of 
high performance supercomputing, this 
practice applies physical models to create 
immersive examinations into the structure 
of light. Parallel to this process, Jebanasam’s 
compositions re-imagine the concert space 
as a vast architectural instrument based on 
the acoustic designs of church organs and 
driven by a bold vision for machined music.
❏ 22 April, Doors 20:45 h, Start 21:00 h, 

Haus der Jugend

Konferenz

Music & Performance

EMAF NIGHTSTAGE 
The bar „Zauber von OS“ will again be 
transformed into the venue for extraordinary 
performances for a night. 

 

Moon Wheel (SE) is the independent project 
of Swedish artist and self-taught musici-
an, Olle Holmberg. Holmberg’s cerebral, 
shape-shifting compositions are inspired by 
“nature, history, and wandering”, synthesi-
zing electronic and organic sounds through 
dubby groove deconstructions, uncanny 
ghost-in-the-machine moods, and grey 
psychedelic hazes. As each piece is largely 
improvisational, his live performances do not 
recreate his repertoire, but rather experiment 
with creation as a process of discovery.

KUF (D) is organic electronica. Live, variable 
and full of energy. Brisk piano and diffuse 
synth voices, powerful drums and a roar-
ing MPC, an uncompromising Moog and a 
warming double bass. KUF find their own 
path between improvisation and compo-
sition, always taking great care to create a 
common, organic sound on stage. At the 
very interface between analogue and digital 
elements, KUF manages to convey emotions 
in their most honest and pure form via a 
single channel: music.

 

Das skandinavische Duo Invader Ace 
besteht aus Anton Toorell (SE) an Gitarre und 
Gesang und Peder Simonsen (NO) auf Tuba 
und Drum-Maschines. Anstelle mit Compu-
tern oder Synthesizern Tanzmusik zu produ-
zieren, baut die Band ein eigenes Setup aus 
DIY-Elektronik und setzt eine Wand aus alten 
Radios als Verstärker ein. Sie sind „Audio-
Recycler“, durch Umfunktionieren schaffen 
sie neue Kontexte für ihre Instumente.
❏ 22 April, Doors: 22:15 h, Start 22:30 h, 

Zauber von OS

 

THE AV SALON: GRAETE
“Graete” Transforma & PC Nackt (DE)

Graete ist der Name den Transforma ihrem 
audio-visuellen Instrument, bestehend aus 
mechanischer Bild- und Ton-Ausrüstung, 
Kameras und Mikrofonen, gaben. Bei der 
gleichnamigen audiovisuellen Performance 
arbeiten Transforma mit dem Musiker und 
Komponisten PC Nackt zusammen. Der 
resultierende audiovisuelle Strom ist ein Hö-
hepunkt der künstlerischen Zusammenarbeit 
und gemeinsam erschaffen sie eine imaginä-
re Zeitreise aus Ton- und Bildsequenzen.
❏ 23 April, Doors:19:45 h, Start 20:00 h, 

Haus der Jugend

INTERMEZZO
DJ-Programm

Billion One is an experimental musician 
and producer. His style is a mixture of abs-
tract beats, shoegaze melodies and intricate 
sound design. Billion One’s sound is made 
up of “analog” and „field recordings“ which 
are blended together to give his music a 
natural sound.
❏ 23 April, 23:00 h, Lagerhalle/Foyer

EMAF NIGHTSHIFT
Night clubbing with AV Performance and DJ 
programme

Orson Hentschel is a German composer 
and producer based in Düsseldorf.He de-
veloped his own audiovisual performance, 
based on the interplay of light, visuals and 
fog. Moreover he is supported by live drum-
mer Lukas Baumgart and together him and 
Hentschel create an energy which can be 
heard as well as felt. His aim is to take the lis-
tener on an hour-long journey which brings 
him to the limits of what he can bear. This is 
achieved by extended repetitions and long 
arcs of suspense rather than sheer volume.

Hulk Hodn a.k.a Hodini has been working as 
a producer and DJ for 15 years now and is 
playing his way through the European club 
and festival scene. His repertoire reaches 
from rap, funk, soul and jazz over to afro, 
disco and house. But why tell what is already 
known: Hodini sets the turntables on fire.
❏ 23 April, 00:00 h, Lagerhalle
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Exhibition: 
Comprising sound-producing artefacts and 
visual installations, studentworks will be 
showcased that expand the media space, 
complement it, and encourage interactive di-
alogue between visitors and the installation.
❏ To find out more about the individual 

projects, see “Exhibition”, from p. 8 
onwards

Cinematic Virtual Reality 
This part of the exhibition is the experimen-
tal exploration of the immersive medium 
Virtual Reality. Detached from the real world, 
exploring virtual space, progressive media 
artists endeavour to prise open new levels of 
perception. 
In collaboration with the Hessen State Uni-
versity of Art and Design (HfG Offenbach), 
we present a selection of VR projects on data 
glasses. (Kunsthalle/monastery vault) 
❏ Kunsthalle/Klostergewölbe

Film programmes:
The work of young media artists will be 
presented in five diverse programmes span-
ning visions of the future, chaos and topics 
involving contemporary culture.
❏ To find out more about the individual 

projects, see “Film programmes”, from p. 
14 onwards

Offspace
The “offspace” (hase29) enables the bound-
aries separating exhibition space from 
meeting points to become blurred, offering a 
space in a relaxed atmosphere where people 
can exchange their new experiences and 
chat about the emotions they evoke.

Open-Stage
Open-Stage is a new format within EMAF 
INIT. There’s no fixed line-up – visitors are 
invited to showcase all kinds of work in the 
form of a short presentation and to engage 
in exchange with like-minded people in a 
relaxed bar camp atmosphere. 
 ❏ 22 April, ab 18:00 h, hase29

EMAF

MEDIA CAMPUS

Dualtiy as an artistic principle: Recourse to traditional ways 
of generating sound to the interaction with new methods 
as well as the combination of visual and aural levels.
Curated by Melvin Neumann



Why not purchase an EMAF Night Ticket for just € 12. With this ticket, 
you can gain entry to all EMAF events after 17:00 h on Saturday.
Tickets available from 20 April at: Lagerhalle, from 23 April also at Filmtheater Hasetor, Haus 
der Jugend and Kunsthalle Osnabrück.

Exhibition: 
The Future of Visions

17:00 – 0:00 h, Kunsthalle Osnabrück
Three artists await you at 19:00 h  

for an„Artist Talk“.

Wait till it gets dark.
Outdoor projections at the town hall.

From 21:00 h, town hall market

Film: Heart of a Dog
Laurie Anderson’s dog Lolabelle ist the 
protagonist, her husband Lou Reed, the 

veterinarian. 
20:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

Performance: 
The AV Salon

„Graete“ – an imaginery journey of sound 
and image sequences

20:00 h, Haus der Jugend

EMAF Awards
The Award Ceremony of the  

29th EMAF – now on Saturday!
 21:30 h, Lagerhalle

Filmprogramme:
 The Music Parade

Music clips with good music and  
even better pictures.

22:45 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

EMAF Nightshift
Night clubbing with music performances 

and DJ-programme
0:00 h, Lagerhalle


